
B”H we have completed an-
other great week in Camp Ee-
shay. Playoffs, Championships, 
lunch games, staff intercamp, 
water stratego paintball assas-
sin, numbers boggle, random 
ice cream truck (who likes 
chocolate anyways) and of 
course the one and only Deal 
or no Deal (don’t be greedy!)  
As we enter the final stretch of 
the nine days let’s remember 
as we discussed to focus on 
“dan lkaf zchus”-  the Ameri-
can lady in the israeli health 
clinic who “cut the line” as well 
as the importance of express-
ing Hakoras Hatov - with both 
stories of Rav Shach 
 
PS - Can someone please tell the 
legend Septo that Deal or no Deal 
was not color war breakout

Have a womderful restful Shabbos 
and a meaningful Tisha Ba’av,
Rabbi Kramer

Dear Campers. . . From The Desk of Ez The Prez
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I was watching the staff game on 
Tuesday and my mind started 
to wander. Will I score more 
fantasy points than Damski? 
I know I can easily do it. For 
me to drop 30, 7, and 7 is just 
a regular tuesday for me. But 
how would that make Damski 
feel? How would that make the 
bunks that drafted him feel? 
This is the time we focus more 
on being sensitive to others. 
#RKramerPreMinchaShmuz 
So I took the high road. I let 
everyone else get more fantasy 
points than me. Snitow needed 
the chizuk. Trust me. Speaking 
of staff games, does anyone own 
a cane? Maybe a walker? We 
are playing the Alumni team on 
Wednesday, and I just want to 
make sure they are able to make 
it to the game. Have you ever 
seen a before and after picture? 
So with Eeshay it’s the opposite. 
The before picture is a guy ball-
ing in e-league, in prime condi-
tion, game face on. He’s playing 
hours of sports- yes, even vol-
leyball- on end. Then there’s the 
after picture. Post Eeshay life. 
He has the stamina to walk a 
half a flight of stairs. His back 
hurts. No matter how tall he is, 
he just shoots threes. Driving to 
the hoop is a thing of the past. 
He gets really good at games.
*Continued on back page...

Talmidei HaShavua
R’ Goldman

Simcha Korbman, Zevi Fass
R’ Shulgasser

Tzvi Rosenbaum, Yakov Cohen
R’ Shulman

Aharon Schulman, Yosef Driller
R’ Gottesman 

Yonah Rosenfeld
R’ Fiddle

Moshe Weinstock, Azriel Price



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

Week 6...  Hahn to Rothenberg full field TD... Probstein hat trick... Strulowitz turns double play... Abramoff back to back half-
court bombs... 53 points... buzzer beater... Yitzy Cohen one handed pick... Schwartz climbs a tree... Hahn in the hot corner... 
London to Gross beautiful back shoulder fade... Hahn 2 run triple... Schechter turns double play... Tudor double play... Yitzy 
Cohen mossing people... Wilk tip drill for first down... Lazarus 2 run HR... Lisker pump fakes... Menashe over the shoulder 
catch in right field... London pumpfake and takes it for the TD... Wilk can’t miss... Hahn walk off grand slam... Ozers pet 
turtle... A Pieprz-Lazarus brawl... Ackerman back to back barehanders at second... Lisker toe drag swag... Abramoff 99 yard 
pick 6... Traiger reels in tough catch for TD... Abramoff 3 picks... Zeesh kick serves... Hersh diving sack at the one... root beer 
pong... Shai “my hand hurts” Kruter... Traiger backhand volleyball save... Samber running grab... doubles him up... Tischler big 
RBI single... Weissmann 7 Ks... Feinsod mossing people...Hahn 99 yard pick... Yitzy Cohen safe at third after 3 overthrows... 
Abramoff deep 3 and 1... S Katz deep 3... three straight 3s... Abramoff drops 52... Gross hat trick... Shulgasser shorthanded 
goal... Damski 64 fantasy points... Rocky plays volleyball with broken arm... Eeshay vs Acheinu... Eeshay wins... Salomon 3 
straight aces... benches clearing brawls... Salomon diving grab... Hahn insane backhand goal... Greenys Gatorades... Ozer tip 
drill pick... Karfunkel crossing people over... Traiger full field pick 6 to take the lead... Trieff unasissted double play... Katz leads 
massive comeback... Mintz doesn’t miss... Davis power play goal... Delta scores 5 unanswered runs to win the championship 
5-4... London leaps to save a run and the game... Negnewitzky all star goaltending... deal or no deal... Rabbi Kramers dance 
moves... Ezras dirty sock... Ezra in the pool... Tes Vav wins $10 per camper... kugel... until next week...

 Older Division Older Division
Omega 10-3Omega 10-3
Rolex 7-6Rolex 7-6

Cartier 6-7Cartier 6-7
Tudor 3-10Tudor 3-10

WBCWBC
Teams W L

Ray Ban 6 0
Oakley 3 3
Roka 2 4

Blenders 1 5

From The Desk Of Ez the Prez

*Continued from front page...
Yay, checkers! He would probably win every night activity. Basically, he becomes a Bunk Chaf guy forever. So, am I worried 
about the alumni game? Actually yeah, they’re pretty go- I mean no. 
Another thought I had during the game. What is missing here? We have the pre-game huddle. Our free-throw antics are on 
point. Top notch commentary on the mic. “That’s our Rabbi.” Great bench reactions. #cacwcacaw We have the hype. But, I feel 
like there is something missing. hmm. What is- oh, got it! We need a mascot. Yes, a mascot. Should it be an animal? Maybe a 
fire ant? #heatrises No, not intimidating enough. Oh, fireflies? Definately not intimidating enough. Oh, I have it! The perfect 
animal to represent our grit, our skill, our teamwork. The perfect animal to sum up Camp Eeshay: Ozer’s Pet Turtle. #shaw 
#gromanissomaskim 
Maybe the mascot should not an animal. Maybe the mascot should be something actually in camp. A person. Maybe an item. 
How about the mascot is Pinter shimmying? Solid idea. Maybe Bloom with a watercooler hovering over him? Also solid. I 
think it should be an item in camp. The canteen? Abramov’s spec recs? The garbage-can-turned-first-base-ump-seat? An evo-
lution basketball? The sidelines of the football field with a toe dragging next to it? Ezra’s Wallet? No. I know what the moscot 
should be. The perfect representation, like Ozer’s Pet Turtle @charlie, of the juggernaught that is our Camp. Introducing, the 
official Camp Eeshay Mascot... Ezra’s Dirty Sock! 
Skeleton is an olympic sport @kruter, how many sons did Chana have?, Fantasy BBall, playoffs, underdog story, 20 point 
comeback in senior playoffs, the three seed wins it all in junior playoffs, ice cream surprise, the Heat continues to RISE... 
Have a great Shabbos, 
Ez

Teams W L
Solar Sox 5 2
Javelinas 5 3

Desert Dogs 2 5
River Rafters 2 5

 Younger Division Younger Division
United 11-2United 11-2
El Al 7-6El Al 7-6
Delta 5-8Delta 5-8

JetBlue 3-10JetBlue 3-10


